Low-frequency vibrational modes in proteins: a neutron scattering investigation.
The low-frequency dynamics of plastocyanin, an electron transfer copper protein, has been investigated by incoherent neutron scattering at different temperatures. The contribution to the dynamic structure factor arising from H/D exchangeable and non-exchangeable protein protons has been evaluated by analyzing two differently exchanged protein samples. The dynamic structure factor of a hydrated plastocyanin sample with all the exchangeable hydrogens (about 150) replaced by deuterium exhibits an excess of vibrational modes, at about 3.5 meV, reminiscent of the boson peak found in other proteins and glassy systems. When only fast exchangeable hydrogens (about 50) are substituted by deuterium, the protein, besides the above-mentioned peak, shows an additional peak at about 1 meV. These vibrational peaks are discussed in connection with the topological disorder of the systems and the fluctuations of the intramolecular hydrogen bonds.